
 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Geothermal energy and potential use 
 

 it has been accumulated
in rocks and in waters filling pores and rock fissures. The heat is a residue from the planet

e the earth. Geothermal 
 temperature depends on 

so-called 
geothermal degree).  

etween several and over dozen kilometres underground and 
 deepest borehole reaches about 8 km down into the 

itable option is to extract waters from depths 
res reach even 200°C. 

e enormous potential, it is not always possible to use geothermal energy, due to e.g. the

temperature (steam) – for electricity production, 
- water with a lower temperature – for heating or cooling premises, greenhouse cultivation,  in

the research on curative mineral waters, thei
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down to 3 km where water occurs in the form of hot steam and temperatu
 
Despite th

 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Geothermal energy 
 

Geothermal energy is the heat coming from the interior of the earth where

formation process and the natural decay of radioactive elements insid
waters emerge as groundwater heated by the magma and hot rocks. Their
the depth and it grows towards the surface by about 30°C per each kilometre (this is the 

 
Geothermal waters occur at depths b
the range of their abstraction is limited (the
earth). In economic terms, the most cost-effective prof

chemical composition of water or technical problems. 
  
The use of thermal waters depends on the water temperature: 

- water with a very high 

spas and balneology (a science involving r
chemical composition, properties and their use in medicine for baths, therapeutic drinks and

duction, milk pasteurisation, mushroom and fish
many countries, where there are ample 

ergy demand and 85% o

inhalation).  
 
Industry uses geothermal waters for paper pro
growing. Geothermal waters are used very intensively in 
resources of them. For example in Iceland, they meet 46% of the total en f
the demand for the heating of premises. 
 
 

Strengths and weaknesses of the use of geothermal waters 
 
The strengths of the use of geothermal waters: 

- their sources are practically inexhaustible, 
- they are not subject to climate and weather variations, 
- they do not emit any harmful substances into the environment, 
- installations using geothermal energy need relatively low operational costs, 
- geothermal engineering equipment does not occupy much space and does not affect the

landscape. 
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Weaknesses: 
- emission of harmful gases may occur in the course of the exploitatio
- a risk of a deposit cooling-off if the geothermal installation is incorrectly desi

n of a deposit, 
gned 

s use occur in few places (in Poland, geothermal waters
can be found underneath in almost 80% of its territory, but their exploitation is impeded by

itions for abstraction and the high construction costs of installations), 
-

re and their temperature
s which occur at greate

- limited accessibility – conditions for it

unfavourable cond
 corrosion of installation piping may also be a problem. 

 
 

Geothermal waters in Poland 
 
In Poland, geothermal waters which flow out to the surface are found ra
slightly exceeds 20°C. Therefore, it is necessary to reach for resource r 

thermal water are called 
und in Poland at depths 

s. 

rgy stored up in them is 
nergy is feasible and can

 resources occur. Despite the large number o

depths. The rock complexes where pores and fissures are filled with 
geothermal reservoirs. Medium- and high-temperature sources can be fo
between 1,000 m and 4,000 m. They can be abstracted by drilling method
 
There are many sources of geothermal waters in Poland. The ene
equivalent approximately of 33 billion tonnes of crude oil. The use of this e
be cost-effective in 80-90% of the areas where such f
places where they occur, it is not easy to exploit them because Poland is
of seismic and volcanic activity and abstraction of water from large depths
current level of the use of geothermal energy is negligible (covering a
demand for primary energy in the country). However, there are structural
where the water temperature exceeds 90°C and exa

 located outside the zones 
 is not cost-effective. The 
bout 0.06% of the total

 and sedimentation basins
ctly these are suitable for potential use. 

 
resting living environment from the nature perspective. If they are exploited 

 were used in man

Hot springs are very inte
they become tourist attractions and originate spa and recreation centres. 
 
Geothermal springs have been known in Poland since the 10th century and y
health resorts, including those in Lower Silesia: Ladek Zdroj (the 10th-11
(since 1281). In Poland the research on hot springs has focused on t
recreation unlike in many countries where geothermal energy has been u
At present, eight out of the many he

th centuries) and Cieplice 
heir use in medicine and 
sed in the energy sector.

alth resorts use geothermal waters.  
 
 

Cieplice-Zdroj in Jelenia Góra 
 
Nowadays, Cieplice, which is famous for its oldest Polish spa, is a district of Jelenia Góra. The first
mention of Cieplice, which historians have managed to find in old documents, comes from 
1281.The historic text reads that the Order of the Knights of St. John was brought to the town by
Prince Bernard of Lwowek and was donated these lands, along with the hot springs. The hot
curative geothermal waters are the most valuable natural resources in the area so no wonder that 
the old document mentioned them. The period from the 17th century to the 19th century was the
golden age of the town. After 1945 Cieplice became a well-known Polish health resort. In 1975, it 
was incorporated into Jelenia Gora as its district.  



 

 

 

 

 

The hot springs are the most valuable resources of Cieplice. The springs 
compounds of sulphur and silicon and they also contain fluorine. The
temperature of the water welling out from the ground reaches even 
description of the springs was drawn up in 1569 by Caspar Ho
Brandenburg. According to

are saturated with active
y are extremely hot; the
90°C. The first scientific 

ffman, a physician from
 the local tradition, the discovery of hot springs was attributed to Prince

 forest, in the place where
 his spear. However, the

Boleslas went after it and found the deer which had submerged in the water flowing from a curative
vering curative hot

s had been well-known 
cient times. The Cieplice waters began to be frequented on a mass scale in the

Baroque period. 

otels and many pensions.
ic illnesses of the moto

Boleslas the Tall. According to the legend, the Prince went hunting to the
today Jelenia Góra Valley is located, and wounded a huge deer with
animal escaped deep into the forest. 
 

hot spring welling up from the ground. This is what the legend says about disco
springs. Nevertheless scientists believe that the properties of hot spring
already in the an

 
The same is today – Cieplice can boast of spa houses, a spa hospital, h
Doctors send to the Jelenia Gora Valley patients suffering from chron r
system, orthopaedic injuries, rheumatic diseases and those of urinary tracts and kidneys, the

ooms. In 2009, the health 
used to heat buildings. In
mprehensively modernise
00 EUR). As a result the 

s been provided to the central heating systems.  

rmal water deposits in the
ter with a temperature o

nervous system and eyes.  

 
The Cieplice hot springs feed not only swimming pools and therapeutic r
resort of Cieplice set in operation a system where geothermal water is 
order to heat buildings with hot geothermal water it was necessary to co
the heating station at an expense of more than 400,000 PLN (about 100,0
water from the depths of the Earth ha
 
In the Cieplice area, several boreholes were drilled to analyse the geothe
1970s and 1980s. In one of them, drilled down to 2,002 m depth, wa f
87.5°C was found. Recently, a plan was drawn up to build, near the existing health resort, a water
park called Termy Cieplickie [Cieplice Thermal Baths] which would use one of the drilled boreholes, 
not used so far. The total investment cost is 55 million PLN, including 18 million PLN from the EU
funds. The construction works of the complex are set to start in the 2nd quarter of 2010 and will 
take 2 years. Termy Cieplickie water park in Cieplice will have a e area of about 6,000 m², 
with swimming pools occupying more than 1,100 m
 
The facility will offer a large number of attractions as: water couches, wild river, geysers, grotto,
water umbrella and 4 slides. The amenities will also include a wellness centre, featuring sauna, 
steam bath, water whips, snow grotto, massage rooms, tepidarium with winter garden and ice
fountain as well as food service facilities and viewing terrace on the first floor. 
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